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Social Scientist Quote of the Month

 In an interview about a project regarding the use of socio-
emotional skills as a measure of student performance Angela 
Duckworth (Developer of the Grit Scale) said:
Our working title was all measures suck, and they all suck in their 

own way

So the goal of the experiment presented here is to 
demonstrate why we should try to make them suck less a 
little better



Why do this?

 Part of a project where we utilizing past measures that were 
based on some flawed and chance premises

 The goal of much theoretical work is confirm or build theory; 
However, the best test of theory is to try and disconfirm it

 Composite Score thinking allows for confirmation bias and 
chance to enter



Why not?

 SEM is harder?

 There is a problem of translation of SEM (or an opportunity)

 We need much larger samples (e.g. to do basic reflexive research 10 
persons per item is a good base) 

 50 question survey  500 persons

 Please remember SEM is just regression

 X  .15  Y

 For every one unit increase in X we increase .15 in Y



In Leisure we tend to use a lot of Latent “Stuff” to 
understand



However, we also tend to use methods that compound error 



Example 1: Exploratory Factor Analysis versus Confirmatory 
Factor Analysis



Example 2: Factor versus composites



DEMONSTRATING THE DIFFERENCES

 Approximately 564 Competition climbers

 Constraint to Recreation SEM (White, 2008)

Model 1:
EFA  Cronbach 
 Path Analysis

Model 2:
CFA RhoSEM



Data Setup 2 ways

1. Using EFA & Composites from SPSS to EQS (Path Analysis)
1. Normally the procedure we see when using EFA is to run 

regressions or ANOVA
2. Took data, allowed to freely vary (EFA), landed on factors, 

conducted cronbachs, created composites  Path Analysis
3. 4 questions dropped for Multi-dimensional “stuff”

2. Using CFA & Factors from SPSS to EQS (SEM)
1. Used prior theory to confirm items, lost 3 due to 

disconfirmation of theory  Pure CFA doesn’t do this…



Composite Score Model

We then “composited” by 
adding and averaging

No Cronbach’s Alpha 
below .81



Composite Score Model

We found some 
remarkable 
differences from 
the structural 
model

Counter to theory 
and logic



CFA and Measure Testing 
Resulted in 3-items 
dropped

χ²(543) = 1,680.945, p ≤ .001, 
SRMR = .086, RMSEA = .058 (90%, 
CI .055 - .061), and CFI = .901. 

A Structural Model of
Leisure Constraints



Findings

CFA and Measure 
Testing Resulted in 
3-items dropped

Findings are logical 
and congruent with 
past work



CRONBACH/COMPOSITE RESULTS

EFA Composite Path versus CFA SEM Greater 
constraints caused higher participation

Males perceived higher levels of constraints

The better you were at negotiation of constraints the 
less motivated you were

Higher motivation caused lower 



TYPE I & TYPE II ERROR

We are 
pregnant more 
often than we 
think!



SO WHAT?

Need for change in rigor in leisure sciences:

Begins with a change in how we think…
Training students (No NHST)

Staying current?

Raising review and publication standards  IOM no longer 
accepts studies with NHST, Cronbach's, and Unjustified 
Composites
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This presentation was to challenge 

how we think about science not 

just how we do science.


